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OVERVIEW - FIRST IMPRESSIONS
 

With 101 candidates registered for the Diploma and a further 22 registered for Anticipated Subjects, 2018’s 
cohort makes us one of only 13 schools world-wide with 100+ candidates. The IB results of 2018 have shown 
once again that the staff and students of Trinity Grammar School can rise to the challenge of growing IB 
Cohorts without losing any of the quality from this demanding programme.  
 
A record eight Trinity students achieved the maximum score of 45 laying claim to the prestigious title of 
‘Equal first in the World’ as well as an ATAR of 99.95. To put this in perspective, only 68 perfect scores were 
awarded worldwide, and only 27 awarded in Australia. This means Trinity’s students produced 12 percent of 
the total perfect scores awarded in 2018 and a massive 30 percent of all 45s in Australia. Demonstrating the 
depth of talent at the top of this group were the five students earning 44/45 an agonising one point short of 
the ultimate goal but no less worthy of acclaim. Despite having missed out on the perfect score all of these 
students have expressed immense gratitude for the critical thinking skills they have acquired through the 
independent learning central to the IB’s ethos. 

Our cohort of 101 (the largest in Trinity’s history) averaged an IB score of 37.2 which far outstrips the world 
average of 28.58 and exceeds that of the Australasian average (33.24) and the Australian average (34). 
Ninety-eight percent of our candidates obtained scores in excess of the IB world average showing our 
dominance in the international sphere. 

Domestically our average equates to an ATAR of 94.42, mainly the result of 33 students who achieved an 
IB score of 40 or above (32 percent of the cohort), considered the equivalent of the Premier’s All-Round 
Achiever award and earning an IB Certificate of Distinction. Trinity’s percentage of Distinction awards is 
double that of the Australasian average. One very pleasing statistic reveals that 84 of our 101 candidates (an 
amazing 83 percent) achieved an IB score of 33+ and, therefore, an ATAR equivalent of 90+. 
  
The introduction of a new Extended Essay guide has proven a challenge, as we expected, but despite  this 
56 students (55.4 percent of the cohort) achieved an A or B in their extended essay, forming the basis of an 
impressive 30 percent of all Trinity students receiving the full 3 marks from the Core section of their Diploma. 
Our Extended essays were spread over 15 different subjects this year including not only the “traditional” IB 
subjects but also Politics, World Studies and Sports Exercise and Health Studies. The extremely challenging 
Theory of Knowledge Course produced some of its best results in recent memory with over 64.4 percent of 
candidates receiving a B or A.  
 
All students completed the compulsory CAS component of 150 hours of Creativity, Action and Service. What 
is pleasing to note is that every student went beyond this minimum. The Trinity average was more than 405 
hours, supported by their coaches, teachers, and tutors, as well as making a significant difference to the lives 
of those less fortunate in their community. Some early successes include Alex Kolesnikoff being accepted 
into Harvard, Finn Ritchie receiving the UTS Vice Chancellor’s Outstanding Achievement Scholarship and 
several USYD and UNSW conditional scholarships that should be confirmed in the coming days. Overall this 
was an incredibly positive year for Trinity IB students.  

Chris Barnes | Director of IB

IMPORTANT STATISTICS

Total number of TGS candidates: 101 (Largest ever at Trinity and one of only 13 
schools worldwide with 100+ candidates) 

Total number obtaining the IB Diploma: 101 (100 percent)  

Average IB score of TGS candidates:  37.2 (which equates to an ATAR of 95.75) 

Actual ATAR average of TGS candidates:      94.42

ATAR equivalents:
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Outstanding Individual Performances (45 IB points / 99.95 ATAR)   
Name Surname IB Score ATAR

Adam Nazha 45 99.95 

Alexander Maloof 45 99.95 

Calvin Li 45 99.95 

Marcus Buvac 45 99.95 

Maxen Williams 45 99.95 

Nicholas Pavic 45 99.95 

Nicholas Testa 45 99.95 

Steven Serb 45 99.95 

Excellent Extended Essay Results | 56/101 candidates (55.4 percent) received a B or higher 
Subject Total Candidates No. of As No. of Bs

English 29 14 8 

Chinese 3 1 2 

Business Management 7 1 2 

Biology 4 - 4 

History 11 1 3 

Psychology 14 1 3 

SEHS 6 3 3 

Film 4 1 2 

Music 2 1 1 

Visual Arts 3 1 1 

Latin 1 1 - 

Chemistry 3 - 2 

TOTALS 25 31 

Excellent TOK Results | 65/101 candidates (64.4 percent) received a B or higher 
Theory of Knowledge 16 x A, 49 x B (101 candidates) 
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MARCUS BUVAC 
IB SCORE: 45/45
ATAR: 99.95

Marcus Buvac of Bardwell Park, joined Trinity Grammar School 
in Year 1 and has never looked back, earning himself a perfect 
score of 45/45 (ATAR 99.95) in the International Baccalaureate 
(IB) Diploma.

The choice between the HSC and IB was brought into perspective 
for Marcus by the graduating class of 2016. “I remember sitting 
in the Scholars assembly and seeing so many of the awardees 
being from the IB, which really made up my mind in terms of the 
choice between IB and HSC,” said Marcus.

“I think that the IB really provides you with the opportunity to 
grow as an individual, and teaches you mental resilience and 
fortitude,” continued Marcus. He is most proud of the way he 
turned his academic career around between Year 10 and 11: 
“It was a pretty big achievement for me and I am glad that I 
got there in the end.” 

Completing English Literature, Business Management and 
Economics all at Higher Level, French Ab Initio and Math 
Studies and Sports Exercise and Health Science (SEHS) 
at Standard Level, it was the latter than Marcus really 
connected with. “While I loved English throughout Years 7 
to 10, my favourite subjects in Years 11 and 12 were definitely SEHS and 
French. I think I liked them the most because they were really my best subjects, but also I 
had some great teachers and a passion for the subjects.”

On top of academics, Marcus juggled Cadets and Basketball which he says helped to keep balance in his life. 
“I have always been a big believer in physical activity as a tool to decompress and relax, especially during 
times when I felt really stressed or overwhelmed. So to unwind I would go to the gym or play basketball. I 
have always loved playing sport and playing basketball with friends was an ideal way to destress.“

Marcus’ strategy for managing the workload of the IB centred on planning and diligence. “I think forward 
planning and being pro-active were the most useful things to me in staying on top of my work, especially in 
Year 11 when I was trying to establish the basic foundations of my course knowledge. I tried to set myself 
three or four academic tasks every night and made sure that I got them done. Although there were some 
instances where it wasn’t possible due to unforeseen circumstances or just generally having a busy schedule, 
I would get up early the next morning to finish it before school,” said Marcus.

Lack of pressure from his parents helped Marcus to feel supported: “A lot of my support came from my 
parents, but not in the traditional sense. My parents let me decide what my expectations were going to be, 
and never really pressured me to perform. I became internally motivated, with my parents reminding me that 
it didn’t matter what my mark was, as long as I was trying my best. 

Marcus credits the staff at Trinity with providing a further pillar of support, “I can’t say enough about their 
willingness to go the extra mile for their students and I am very glad to have had them,” he said.

One of the few challenges Marcus faced during the IB was tackling English: “I really struggled with the subject 
early on in Year 11 and the start of Year 12, but just through perseverance and completing what seemed like 
countless past papers, it finally came together towards the end,” he said.

With no time off to contemplate his results, Marcus has been working with his father in the construction 
industry, raising capital and purchasing IB tutoring business IB Solved, together with IB classmate Alexander 
Ciarroni (44/45, ATAR equivalent 99.85). He hopes to be accepted into the University of New South Wales for 
a Dual Commerce and Law degree with career aspirations of becoming an investment or merchant banker.
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ALEXANDER MALOOF 
IB SCORE: 45/45
ATAR: 99.95

Having joined Trinity Grammar School in Pre-Kindergarten, 
Alexander Maloof made the most of the abundant opportunities 
available to him, juggling many co-curricular activities with 
academics and through it all, achieving an outstanding result 
of 45/45 (ATAR 99.95) for the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Diploma.

With a keen interest in the sciences, Alexander said he has always 
been fascinated by, “How science can be applied in medicinal 
contexts to improve people’s lives.” It’s not surprising given his 
father is a dentist and the person that inspires Alexander most.

Completing Chemistry, English and Business Management 
at Higher Level and Economics, Mathematics and German 
at Standard Level, Alexander appreciates the all-rounded 
education that the IB Diploma encourages.

A talented musician, Alexander balanced academics with co-
curricular commitments including Duke of Edinburgh (Gold 
Award), Debating, Symphony Orchestra, Berea Christian 
Leadership Group, Community and Charity Committee, 
Year 11 peer support leader, Oratory, Mock Trial and 
Chess Club.

When asked how he managed such a busy schedule, Alexander replied: 
“Simply remaining dedicated to whatever task was at hand and putting 100 percent effort 
into whatever I was doing to ensure that I had it done efficiently and to the best of my abilities.” 

Alexander admits that managing heavy workloads and stress were a challenge, but he overcame this by 
regularly speaking with peers, his parents and his teachers. “The teachers are intrinsically motivated and 
showed genuine care for my wellbeing and all-round school performance,” he said.

Another stress reliever was Alexander’s music, “I would unwind by continuing to improve my violin and piano 
playing, and spending time playing basketball and table tennis with friends,” he said.

If there is a single piece of advice Alexander could offer future IB students, it is this: “Ensure you are aware 
of what is required of you as a candidate, and what you stand to gain by doing the IB.”

Alexander is currently busy organising his calendar of university entrance interviews and hopes to get into 
medicine with the aim of becoming a Medical Practitioner.
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ADAM NAZHA 
IB SCORE: 45/45
ATAR: 99.95

Adam Nazha of Denistone East has surpassed his expectations, 
achieving the top score and ranking equal first in the world in the 
International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma with a perfect score of 45 
(ATAR 99.95).

Having joined Trinity Grammar School in Kindergarten, Adam 
said his favourite subject was Mathematics: “I really enjoyed 
Maths because it is centred around solving problems, and I find 
it incredibly satisfying to tackle challenging problems,” he said.

Asked why he chose to complete the IB Diploma rather than 
the HSC, Adam said: “The open-endedness of the Internal 
Assessments, Theory of Knowledge and Extended Essay 
allow for investigation of personal interests, which I think is 
fantastic for encouraging a sense of inquiry-based learning, 
making it a consistently engaging course. I think the variety 
of subjects also helps in developing well-rounded students, 
and the CAS (Creativity Activity Service) programme 
ensures that students keep doing other activities outside of 
just studying.”

Adam admits to finding the course difficult on occasion. 
“I’ll be honest, at times I definitely found it challenging to 
juggle. However, I think it was good for me to develop a 
sense of self-discipline, as I had to teach myself to stop getting distracted 
by things like Facebook, and it helped me develop a better sense of prioritisation,” 
commented Adam.

There were two strategies Adam adopted to help cope with the demands of the IB Diploma. “I imposed a strict 
study schedule, which meant I placed pressure on myself to reach small self-imposed deadlines for certain 
assignments and areas of study. I found that definitely helped motivate me to write the next hundred words 
or read the next chapter of a book.”

“Then, I would punctuate study with small breaks to practise my violin or do some exercise to give a sense of 
variety to the day, which definitely helped prevent me getting overly bored of studying. I would also plan my 
study sessions around co-curricular commitments such as rehearsals,” said Adam.

Adam said that he found friends and family a great source of support throughout the senior years of secondary 
schooling: “My parents have been a huge inspiration because of their endless sacrifices for both me and my 
sister, especially in these past two years. Similarly, my grandparents have always inspired me, being integral 
members of my upbringing and helping to make me the person that I am today.”

With hopes of studying Medicine at the University of New South Wales, Adam also plans to learn Arabic and 
improve his violin playing skills.
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CALVIN LI 
IB SCORE: 45/45
ATAR: 99.95

Calvin Li of Cabarita has been a student of Trinity Grammar School 
since Pre-Kindergarten and used his brother as motivation. “I 
wanted to beat my brother who got 44!” exclaimed Calvin.  With 
the best possible score of 45/45 (ATAR 99.95) in the International 
Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma, Calvin has done just that, usurping 
his brother.

The subjects Calvin completed were Economics, English, 
Business, Mathematics, Sport Science and Mandarin. His 
favourite subjects were Economics and English: “The aspect 
that both these subjects have in common is the applicability 
to life. Although Economics was purely theoretical, it was still 
interesting to apply the theory to different economies around 
the world throughout history. For English, I was genuinely 
surprised at how much I enjoyed learning about the poems 
and novels. I had fun learning the concepts which I believe 
are still applicable to my life today,” said Calvin.

With a manageable workload, Calvin found that he 
increased the load himself to ensure he performed at his 
best. “It’s really up to the students to do extra and I think 
that’s what really gets the marks. Of course, it’s perfectly 
fine to do the minimum but I found that I did a lot of my 
own stuff most of the time by giving myself extra things to 
do,” commented Calvin.

In terms of balancing academics with co-curricular activities, Calvin doesn’t believe that students benefit from 
dropping or cutting back on co-curricular activities: “I worked when it mattered and when those times came 
around, I was focused only on academics. This meant, I didn’t waste any time and could still fit in Athletics, 
Volleyball and Duke of Edinburgh. To be honest, if I had more free time I probably would have wasted it doing 
useless stuff.”

The biggest challenge Calvin faced was the feeling that he never did enough. “Before every exam even if I 
knew the content well, I would worry I hadn’t done enough. I started studying for the finals really early, and 
that was how I overcame this challenge.”

Calvin has some sage advice for future IB students: “If you procrastinate and leave things to the last minute, 
you’re probably not going to do that well. I don’t think the IB is designed so that students only focus on study. 
Continue to do the activities that are enjoyable. Finally, keep in contact with friends. It will really help. Also, 
probably stop gaming.”

Inspired by psychologist Jordan Peterson, Calvin hopes to study Medicine and is interested in Psychiatry. 
“Jordan inspires me because he talks well and provides insight into things I like thinking about. He deals with 
the mental side of people and that really interests me,” concluded Calvin.
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NICHOLAS PAVIC 
IB SCORE: 45/45
ATAR: 99.95

Nicholas Pavic has ranked equal first in the world with his perfect 
International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma score of 45 (ATAR 99.95).

Inspired by his Mum for her bravery and courage in the face of 
adversity and hardship, Nicholas said he made the most of the 
IB and the opportunity it provided to develop a well-rounded 
education. “It prompts students to choose English, Mathematics, 
a science, a language and a humanities subject. This prevents 
students from simply specialising in a narrow subject area, 
allowing them to develop skills in a vast range of disciplines,” 
said Nicholas.

“I also see the value of the CAS (Creativity Activity Service) 
programme, as it prompts students to go beyond merely an 
academic focus to actively reflect on how their actions are 
able to benefit society and the wider public.”

Although Nicholas said he enjoyed all his subjects, it was the 
two science subjects (Sports Science and Chemistry) that 
drew him in. “They helped explain how the world works in 
a highly objective and thought-provoking way,” commented 
Nicholas.

A member of Cadets, Nicholas found that co-curricular 
activities provided a much-needed outlet for stress during challenging 
times of the IB. “I found participation in co-curricular activities and sport to be a perfect 
way to unwind during stressful times. There was nothing better than running a major Cadet exercise or 
playing some cricket to relax,” he said.

Nicholas said he got through the challenging course by goal-setting and making use of a study planner: “I 
typically set myself daily goals, which allowed me to achieve my weekly goals, termly goals and eventually 
the goals I set each year for myself.”

One piece of advice Nicholas offers to future students is to “pick subjects that you are generally interested in 
(even if they are hard), actively engage in class discussions and try to link whatever you are learning to real-
world applications. Most importantly, rather than see each subject as merely a syllabus to be memorised and 
regurgitated, consider it a pathway to learn more about the beautiful world we live in.”

Nicholas hopes to study Medicine with a view to becoming a doctor specialising in either oncology or trauma 
surgery. Inspired by a hospital visit in India he also hopes to one day work for Médecins Sans Frontières 
(Doctors Without Borders) “to improve health care in nations less developed than our own.”
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STEVEN SERB
IB SCORE: 45/45
ATAR: 99.95

Steven Serb is pinching himself after learning he achieved the 
highest possible score of 45 for the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Diploma, with an ATAR equivalent of 99.95. “I was only expecting 
42 so I’m still in shock, but I’m planning to go out with mates and 
celebrate.”

Having joined Trinity Grammar School in Year 3, Steven said that 
Chemistry and French were his favourite subjects: “I enjoyed the 
content of chemistry and found it fascinating to learn how atoms 
and molecules interact with one another in such an astounding 
variety of ways. With French, I enjoyed gaining the ability to 
tap into a whole new culture with the ability to talk with people 
that couldn’t speak English and still be able to relate to them,” 
said Steven.

The subjects that Steven completed included: Higher 
Level English, Business Management and Chemistry and 
Standard Level Mathematics Accelerated, French, and 
Physics. Steven said the non-competitive nature of the IB 
helped him to bond with and learn from his friends and 
classmates.

Asked if he could offer advice for managing the workload 
of the IB, Steven said: “Just grit your teeth and get through 
it. You just need to get into the swing of it all and ensure that you’re 
doing everything and not dropping off in certain activities. Also, when you have free time, 
remember that it’s YOUR time. Do what you love and make sure that you truly relax.”

“I feel the biggest help in exams is being calm. During all my exam periods, I was very calm and I feel that 
this helped me do my best,” Steven added.

Turning to family and friends when he felt in need of support, Steven said, “I had a good group of friends that 
I could work and study with. They, along with my family helped me get through the IB and kept me motivated. 
Without them it would have been impossible to do what I have done,” said Steven.

Steven hopes to go to Sydney University and complete the Bachelor of Veterinary Science and Doctor of 
Veterinary Medicine course.
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NICHOLAS TESTA 
IB SCORE: 45/45
ATAR: 99.95

Nicholas Testa of Yowie Bay, plans to set his own course having 
achieved an International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma score of 45 
(ATAR equivalent 99.95). From a medical family, Nicholas has his 
sights set on a career in economics along with a clear plan for the 
path he will take to get there.

Having joined Trinity Grammar School in Year 2, Nicholas 
cites his greatest achievements as being awarded Dux in his 
Year group every year from Years 3 to 12, and forging strong 
friendships along the way. 

Completing Higher Level Mathematics, English and Economics, 
and Standard Level Physics, Latin and History, Nicholas’ 
favourite subjects were Maths, Latin and Economics. 

“Maths was always very strong for me, but I must admit the 
challenge of learning Latin with all of its complexities was 
offset by a great bunch of classmates and an inspiring 
teacher who not only shared his extensive knowledge of 
this beautiful language, but also his experiences when 
we needed to lighten the load a little. In my senior years, 
Economics came to the forefront of my learning as it was 
a great symbiosis of my maths talents and real-world 
scenarios. The passion of the Economics department is what has inspired 
me to pursue this at university,” said Nicholas.

With his sights set on international study, Nicholas said he chose the IB Diploma over the HSC as he believed 
it was more internationally recognised, academically challenging and allowed him to work at his own pace. 

“The IB teaches you persistence, time management skills and exposed me to areas of study I may not have 
experienced with the HSC,” commented Nicholas.

With a demanding workload, Nicholas found the emotional support he needed from his parents, and friends. 
“The good thing about the IB is that it encourages collaboration amongst your cohort instead of competition, 
so my classmates and friends were a constant support,” said Nicholas.

When asked how he managed to unwind during stressful times, Nicholas said he would shoot hoops to allow 
his mind to wander and think about things. “I also did gym sessions. Having been through the IB I can now 
appreciate the importance of regular sleep. It helps you to handle stress better and see things in perspective,” 
he added. Nicholas also recommends talking to someone when feeling stressed as it can help to know you’re 
not the only one feeling that way.

Nicholas warns secondary students from choosing the IB for the wrong reasons. 

“If you are planning on doing the IB for the perceived generous ATAR conversion, then DON’T. The 
commitment to this curriculum is intense. You’d be better off committing to fewer subjects in the HSC to get 
a higher ATAR if that’s all that matters to you. There is no better or lesser curriculum when it comes time to 
choosing, it is simply what suits you the best and depends on your career goals,” he concluded.

Nicholas hopes to study Economics at Cambridge University or London School of Economics with the aim of 
becoming an Academic Economist in Game Theory or econometrics.
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